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From: gnutellaforums@gnutelliums.com <gnutellaforums@gnutelliums.com> 
Date: Tue, Nov 23, 2010 at 11:33 AM 
Subject: Gnutella Forum Newsletter (recent important news) 
To:  [REDACTED] 
 
 
 
Hello [REDACTED]! 
 
Providing you with an update on recent news happening at the Gnutella Forums and 
developments on the Gnutella Network. The Gnutella network is running well and the 
more involved, the better for all. 
 
Recent news: 
 
Do not use versions of LimeWire after 5.5.10.  Fixes for LimeWire to connect to the 
Gnutella Network.  LimeWire Pirate Edition available & operates like Pro.  Clean 
Morpheus Ultra (now free) and Gnucleus versions of software are now available in their 
appropriate forum sections.  ShareAza v.2 is alive.  BearShare 5 version has some 
improvements.  Bundle Free version of FrostWire without the unwanted extras and 
autoupdates.   Older versions of LimeWire can be obtained via the forums. 
 
 LimeWire news: 
 
*  Versions of LimeWire above 5.5.10 had auto-update functions built into them. This 
would force install later versions that are either unusable or, at a later point in time, will 
probably install a version that is equivalent to iMesh which does not run on Gnutella 
network but a commercial network instead. Similar thing happened with BearShare 6 and 
above and ShareAza 4 and above which all run on a commercial network, not the 
Gnutella network. 
 
*  We have fixes at the Gnutella forums for people who have problems getting LimeWire 
to connect. File_Girl has produced a small program that runs for 1 second and fixes. 
 
*  LimeWire Pirate Edition was released recently. This is an adaption of LimeWire Basic 
but runs as well as Pro. Versions for Windows, Mac and Linux.   See 
 http://www.gnutellaforums.com/getting-started-using-limewire/97321-limewire-pirate-
edition.html 
 
File_Girl made an adaption of this version for Windows only see details here 
 http://www.gnutellaforums.com/getting-started-using-limewire/97321-limewire-pirate-
edition.html#post359817 
 
Français: mais il y a une nouvelle version de LW qui fonctionne bien.   
http://www.gnutellaforums.com/fran-ais/97363-lw-version-nouvelle-pas-pirat-e-du-
tout.html 
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*  For those using MacIntosh computers, there are older installers available to suit your 
operating system.  LimeWire 5 only works on OSX 10.6 Snow Leopard, or OSX 10.5 
Leopard intel computers. All other Mac users are limited to LimeWire 4 versions.  These 
limitations are due to the last version of Java Mac provided on each OSX version.  There 
are also LimeWire 4 versions available for OS 9. 
 
Older LimeWire versions also available for Windows and Linux users.     
http://www.gnutellaforums.com/installation/97235-do-not-update-your-limewire-version-
lw-still-works-fine-version-5-5-10-but-do-not-attempt-use-later-version.html 
 
 
 Phex news: 
 
*  The ever reliable Phex program:     Phex v. 3.4.2.116 is available:   
http://www.phex.org/wiki/index.php/Get_Phex 
Great for finding those harder to find files. 
 
 
 ShareAza news: 
 
*  Do not use versions above ShareAza v.2.    ShareAza v.4 & above are similar to 
iMesh, BearShare v6+, etc.  They all are same program running on commercial network.   
ShareAza v.2 is developed independently with the original developers and runs well. 
 http://www.gnutellaforums.com/304074-post1.html 
 
News about latest ShareAza v.2 from OldDeath: 
 http://www.gnutellaforums.com/shareaza-windows/95765-shareaza-2-5-3-0-
released.html 
 
 
 BearShare news: 
 
*  Better BearShare:   http://www.gnutellaforums.com/open-discussion/95695-better-
bearshare-5-1-0b25.html 
Adapted from the BearShare Beta v.5.1 with some improvements.  BearShare runs well 
and connects to lots of ultrapeers. 
 
 
 Morpheus and Gnucleus news: 
 
*  GnucDNA clients still running well and adapted installers now available: 
 
  *  Morpheus and Morpheus Ultra versions available here:   
 http://www.gnutellaforums.com/morpheus-windows/91786-clean-updated-morpheus-
installers-available-here.html     (Fixes included by File_Girl) 
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  *  Gnucleus installers available here:   http://www.gnutellaforums.com/gnucleus-
windows/92756-updated-gnucleus-installers.html     (Fixes included by File_Girl) 
 
  *  Fixes for both Morpheus and Gnucleus if connection problems. 
 
 
*  Xolox;  an installer is now available for this program which had been defunct for some 
years.  Inquire at the Gnutella forums if you are interested in obtaining the resurrected 
Xolox v.2 program installer.  File_Girl has compiled a new version which even runs as 
ultrapeer and runs on G1 and G2 networks. 
 
 FrostWire news: 
 
Running as well as ever. Was built in case of LimeWire falling down the drain, well 
FrostWire is still here and doing well helping to keep the Gnutella Network alive. 
 
*  There is now a Bundle Free version of FrostWire without installing things on  your 
computer you do not wish such as toolbars, etc. This version has no autoupdate, however 
does ask if you wish to update, say no of course.  Try File_Girl’ls adapted version 
‘without’ the junk the main FW version has:   
http://www.gnutellaforums.com/frostwire/97325-bundel-free-clean-frostwire.html 
 
 
Other news? 
 
Gnutella forums has an image Caption contest for some fun.  Add a funny caption to the 
image provided.  Winner for month gets access to extra arcade game sections and other 
rewards.  Forum section link:   http://www.gnutellaforums.com/image-caption-
competition-has-started-here-now/ 
 
Arcade Games available with over 600 games restricted to Gnutella Forum members. 
 Must have a minimum of 2 forum posts to be eligible to play on the arcade.  Many more 
games will be installed soon (increasing the overall number by about 20%.)  Our games 
moderator knows the best around and is in process of selecting new ones. 
 
If you have not visited the Gnutella forums for a while, a short reminder of the forum 
rules will appear at top of each page, this vanishes once you post again. 
 


